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The essence of my remarks today is that although the system of outputsbased budgeting and management has great potential to achieve better value
for taxpayers' funds, governments and parliaments have not used the tools
available when it comes to actually doing the job.
The tools are in the tool kit but very few people know how to use them and
even fewer seem interested in using them to best effect.
Public Accounts Committees can get the information they need but, when it
comes to evaluating the usefulness of outputs and their capacity to add value,
PACs first have to know what they want and second they have to ask the right
questions.
The ACT was the first jurisdiction in Australia to adopt outputs-based
budgeting, supported by accrual budgeting and accounting, plus associated
performance agreements for the delivery of those outputs.
Over the past nine years there has been a cautious and somewhat languid
gaining of experience but! don't think there has been much progress since
the earlier surge of reform.
I make these comments, and my observations to follow, from the point of view
of one who - until very recently - was outside the system. Since 1 was only
elected to the ACT Legislative Assembly in October of last year 1 don't pretend
to have a detailed insider's knowledge of what happened, when and why.
But I have been a very keen observer and I see some salient lessons to be
drawn from the time since outputs-based budgeting was introduced in the
ACT in the 1996-97 budget.
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The concept of separating the dual roles of the government, as a purchaser of
goods and services on behalf of the community on one hand - in many cases
- being a producer of those goods and services on the other, is a very
important one.
The separation is important because, on the purchaser side, it is based on
consumer sovereignty. Ministers should see themselves as customers
purchasing outputs on behalf of the community.
The success of outputs-based management and its capacity to add value,
depends on the political side of the purchaser/producer relationship - t h a t is,
ministers - knowing what outputs contribute best to the outcomes the
government wants
Governments pay for health services for delivery to its citizens to improve their
health.
Governments pay for schooiing services to provide people with essential skills
and the opportunity to fulfil their personal potential and to be responsible
citizens.
Governments pay for police services to improve public safety.
And they pay employees and contractors to keep the grass mown and
enhance our public parks.
The significance of outputs-based management is that it focuses on what is
done to achieve a purpose or outcome.
So, In the case of parks and gardens, instead of funding the purchase of
mowers and fuel and the payment of wages, the focus is on hectares of grass
mown and the quality of the finished job.
In the case of schooling the focus is on results (broadly defined to reflect the
community's aspirations) rather than on equipment and teachers' jobs.
It is clear, then, that ministers must know'what they want and should not
simply accept what departments and agencies as producers serve up to them.
There is no doubt in my mind that in principle, with funding based on desired
results rather than expenditure on resources, there should be much more
rigour in the management of scarce public funds. Enormous community
benefits can flow in terms of greater responsiveness, greater accountability
and higher quality services provided more efficiently. That's the potential for
adding value.
Could outputs-based management add value? The answer is "yes1, it could.
Focusing on outputs rather than inputs or processes gives purpose to what
agencies do. If you know why something is being done you do it more
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effectively. Y o u have a better understanding of what is required. And it is
more likely that performance can be measured.
In practice, however, does outputs based management add value? Perhaps
marginally. Perhaps not. For example, on the question of adding value, are
our children better educated and more able to take their place in the world and
make a contribution to society as a result of more money being spent per
student?
Does spending more at the hospital actually improve patient outcomes?
The questions and answers are blurred by the fact that in the ACT for
example, w e don't really have outputs-based management, despite the
promising start.
The opportunity to d o so - and to achieve the gains - has been allowed to
slip.
As I see it, over many years the provision of goods and services by the public
sector has been largely captured by provider or producer interests, as distinct
from those of the consumer. 1 believe this drift has occurred mainly because
more recent governments - and ! include Liberal as well as Labor - have not
provided the discipline of an informed consumer insisting on exercising choice
or clarifying precisely what they require and what they will not accept.
Instead, ministers tend to see themselves primarily representing producer
interests, that is, those of their department or agency.
The Labor Government in the ACT jettisoned the purchaser/provider concept
on the grounds that it pitched central agencies (responsible for getting value
for money) against line agencies (responsible for providing services) and
created friction within the public service. It seems that ministers were
persuaded by their departments that harmony in the public service was more
Important than the discomfort which can flow from pressure to improve
efficiency and accountability.
I would argue that there is considerable merit in there having to be vigorous
discussion and debate within government about a Government's policies,
priorities and programs. Such an outcome is a good sign of a healthy
democracy.
Parliamentary committees also must accept responsibility for the potential
added value from outputs-based management being forgone. As the current
A C T Treasurer ruefully observed at the presentation of the ACT's 2004-05
budget, notwithstanding the focus of output/outcomes based budgeting on
greater flexibility, increased accountability and responsibility for what is
produced rather than being overly concerned with the processes of
production, legislatures have maintained an interest in traditional line items.
[Ted Quinlan MLA, Treasurer of the ACT, Framework For Future Budg&t
Presentation Discussion Paper, p. 12-13]
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That is code for saying that legislatures (and their committees) have not been
able to move beyond looking for incremental changes in expenditure from
year to year, and haven't shown much interest in the bigger questions of
"how?11, "why?", "how much?" andrelsthere a better way?".
In fact, typically, program evaluation has not been undertaken very well at all
by any governments. It really is only within the Federal Government, and only
In quite recent years, that provision is made for some of the funds in a
program to be allocated specificaliy for evaluation activities.
1 would agree that committees reviewing the activities of government, sush as
Public Accounts Committees, Estimates Committees, committees examining
annual reports and so on tend to concentrate on inputs and their cash cost It
is easy to do and has the perceived political advantage of revealing waste or
railing and may therefore embarrass the government

From my observations as - until very recently- a non-politician, there is the
temptation for members of committees to seek to emulate Bronwyn Bishop or
John Faulkner and strike fear into process-driven public servants for political
gain without necessarily improving the quality of services delivered to the
community.
At times there seems to be more short term political mileage in asking how
many biros were used or what was spent on air travel and hire cars rather
than what services were delivered, how efficiently they were delivered and
how they benefited the community.
Similarly 1 believe there is too much concentration on process controls.
Governments are nervous about being criticised so they try to protect
themselves from prying questions. And if the line of those questions is
expected to relate to whether all procedures were followed precisely (rather
than used for guidance) or whether there was full compliance with policies on
access and diversity, gender balance, training and development, OH and S
and so on, then that is where the government will focus. And all the more so if
the Government thinks that parliamentary committees will not show much
interest in evaluating outputs and performance
The problem can be seen in the ACT Chief Minister's Annual Reports
Directions, They are voluminous, complex and largely unnecessary.
They reflect a very defensive attitude and focus on inputs, processes and
compliance. They do not relate to outputs and don't add value.
That is not to suggest that expenditure and decisions about the allocation of
resources are not important. Clearly they are very important But the focus of
questions from (say) a Public Accounts Committee should be on the purpose
of the expenditure or process and how effectively the expenditure or
processes (that is, adds value) to the desired objective.
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It's up to the committees of the parliament to set the tone of debate and to
make it clear that they are much more interested in looking at reporting
formats; performance indicators, benchmarks, targets and their relevance;
incentives provided; and holding the government accountable, than chasing
the minutiae of (say) compliance with an internal procedures manual that is of
no interest to the public.
I would like to see committees of the parliament asking more questions along
the lines of "how are we as a community or as a segment of our community such as children or aged people - better off as a result of this program?"; "is
there a better way to do it?"; "should we still be doing this in a hundred years
time?"; "what should we stop doing?".
Public Accounts Committees can work much more effectively if they identify
with government the types of issues in which they are interested.
At the same time governments must recognise that attempts by its officials to
thwart parliamentary committees - as we saw in the eleven point so-called
'tactical approach' circulated to government and political staff to undermine
the 2003 Budget Estimates Committee - are totally unacceptable and will be
punished.
1 don't see any problem with Public Accounts Committees getting the
information they need. Questions on notice have to be answered and, If
necessary, freedom of information legislation can be used. In practice,
governments know that the more they try to cover up, the greater the zeal of
the legislature, the media and the public to find the truth.
Public Accounts Committees could also provide some leadership by indicating
well in advance of the annual_Budget, for example, what sort of information
they expect to be disclosed and how it should be presented.
In particular, these Committees could suggest in quite strong terms that more
relevant and appropriate performance indicators should be adopted to
facilitate evaluations.
In summary, outputs-based budgeting and management can be a Mety
effective tool for adding value, but it is largely unused. This is where Public
Accounts Committees can lead the way in changing the focus from examining
what a government spends to evaluating how a government spends
taxpayer's funds.
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It is incumbent on government agencies to demonstrate to government (which allocates scarce
resources) and to the public (which provides those resources) what their goals are and how they are
being met. Agencies therefore need to measure and report on their performance in using the
resources that have been provided. Measurement and assessment of agencies' performance is
underpinned by three factors:

(1)

the accountability framework in place since financial year 1999-2000;

(2)

scrutiny by the Auditor-General via the Australian National Audit Office (ANAO); and

(3)

scrutiny by the Parliament.

The accountability framework
In 1999-2000 the Commonwealth Government moved to a new accountability framework,
including full accrual accounting. The accountability framework is based on accruals outcomes,
outputs, and performance indicators. The Government delivers benefits to the Australian
community (outcomes) primarily through administered items and agencies' goods and services
(outputs), which are delivered against specific performance benchmarks or targets (indicators).1

Firstly, the Government establishes the outcomes it requires of agency activities. Agencies then
indicate the outputs designed to achieve those outcomes, and the costs of those outputs. The cost of
outputs is in accrual terms which indicate true costs (by including corporate overheads, depreciation
of equipment, accrued liabilities such as leave entitlements and superannuation, etc). Agencies
specify the performance indicators by which performance is to be measured.

The accountability cycle involves:
1

Department of Finance and Administration, The Outcomes and Outputs Framework Guidance Document, November
2000, Commonwealth of Australia, p. 4.

•

appropriations to agencies made at Budget time;

•

Portfolio Budget Statements (PBS) which set out each agency's outcomes, outputs, accrual
costs, and performance indicators; and

•

annual reports which report on performance in the previous year against performance indicators,
and contain audited financial statements.

Scrutiny by the Auditor-General
The Auditor-General, supported by the Australian National Audit Office (ANAO), provides an
independent view of the performance and financial management of public sector agencies and
bodies. The ANAO produces about 50 audit reports annually. Most reports concern the performance
of agencies in delivering their programs.

In recent years the ANAO has reviewed several agencies' reporting against their performance
indicators. In June 2001 the ANAO audited the Australian Taxation Office's (ATO) performance
reporting (Audit Report No. 46, 2000-01). The aim of the ANAO's review was to report to
Parliament on the ATO's management of its performance reporting within the new accountability
framework, and to identify areas for improvement. While the ATO was selected for the audit
because of the significance of its performance, the ANAO envisaged that the audit would provide
timely advice to other government agencies as they sought to implement the new accountability
framework.

The ANAO's report found that the ATO needed to improve the targeting, clarity and measurability
of its performance indicators. It made a number of recommendations along these lines.
Later in 2001 the ANAO reviewed the performance information in the Portfolio Budget Statements
of ten agencies—the report was tabled in November 2001 {Audit Report No. 18, 2001-02).

That report revealed the links between outcomes, outputs, and performance indicators needed to be
strengthened; and that the performance indicators did not measure outcome performance - that
targets needed to be set.

2

ANAO, Audit Report No. 46, 2000-01: ATO Performance Reporting under the Outcomes and Outputs Framework,

6 June 2001, Parliament of Australia, pp. 9-18.

Scrutiny by the Parliament
There are a number of mechanisms for Parliamentary scrutiny of performance indicators. In annual
Senate Estimates hearings, Senate committees review the information of each department or
agency's Portfolio Budget Statement compared with its annual report of the previous year. The
Senate's Finance and Public Administration Legislation Committee also completed three reports on
the format and contents of the Portfolio Budget Statements, leading up to their introduction in 19992000.

The second mechanism for Parliamentary review is via Commonwealth agency annual reports,
which stand referred to the House of Representatives standing committee covering each agency's
portfolio. The committee may decide to conduct an inquiry into any matter canvassed in the annual
report.

A powerful mechanism of Parliamentary scrutiny is the Joint Committee on Public Accounts and
Audit (JCPAA). The membership, powers and functions of the JCPAA are defined in the Public
Accounts and Audit Committee Act 1951 (the PAAC Act).

The JCPAA has a statutory obligation to review all reports of the Auditor-General. The committee
has a dedicated sectional committee to undertake this work. Each year between 12 and 16 audit
reports are selected for detailed review at separate public hearings.

Uniquely amongst Federal parliamentary committees, the PAAC Act also gives the JCPAA the
ability to determine its own inquiries and terms of reference. From time to time, the committee
decides to expand reviews of audit reports into full inquiries with their own terms of reference.
Sectional committees are usually established to undertake these inquiries.

The JCPAA routinely reviews performance information when it inquires into particular government
programs. An example of this was the committee's review of the Australian Customs' Coastwatch
program (Report 384, tabled in August 2001).3

In chapter 3 of Report 384, the committee identified some problems with the performance
indicators being used by Coastwatch at that time, and concluded that they needed to be revised. The
!

JCPAA, Report 384: Review of Coastwatch, August 2001, Parliament of Australia, Chapter 3.

committee discussed possible performance indicators for Coastwatch based on the "balanced
scorecard" approach, where key performance indicators are weighted based on the relative
importance of those activities to the performance of the agency. The committee's proposed
performance indicators are outlined below:

MISSION: To respond to client tasks by operating efficiently and effectively in
gathering, analysing and disseminating intelligence to its client
agencies.
Operational Coverage

Performance information
Aerial surveillance coverage
Aerial surveillance hours flown
Sea days provided by Customs and Defence
Number of SIEVs sighted
Number of illegal fishing boats sighted
Number of other sightings of interest
Number of law enforcement operations

Internal organisation

Performance information
•
% of CATO accompanied surveillance flights
•
Nature and amount of training
•
Person hours evaluating new technology
•
Outcome of staff surveys
•
Staff turnover

Cost effectiveness

Performance information
• Average cost per surveillance flight hour
• Average cost per patrol boat hour
• Total costs—Defence, Customs marine fleet,
contractors, and Coastwatch administration

MISSION: To provide efficient and effective coordination between itself and its
clients and external service and information providers.
Performance information
•
Number of OPAC and ROPAC meetings
• Outcome of client satisfaction surveys
•
Outcome of Defence satisfaction surveys
m Extent of public relations campaigns
•
Number of useful Customs Watch calls
MISSION: To be transparent and accountable to the Parliament and the public,
and provide leadership and integrity
Performance information
•
Number of media releases and public
briefings
•
Number and results of internal audits
•
Responses to external reviews
•
Benchmarking comparisons with comparable
agencies

The committee did not attempt to weight the areas of performance as it believed these decisions
should be made via discussions between Coastwatch and its Minister.

The committee's findings in Report 388, Review of the Accrual Budget
Documentation
The Parliament's major review of the new accountability framework to date has been the JCPAA's
inquiry into the accrual budget documentation, completed in June 2002 (Report 388).

The committee's review of Accrual Budget Documentation found that some agency outcomes were
so broad and far-reaching that they were also shared with other agencies. For example, the
Treasury's stated outcome at that time was for Strong, sustainable economic growth and the
improved wellbeing of Australians.

During the committee's public hearing Treasury officials admitted that measuring the wellbeing of
Australians would be difficult, and that many government agencies would contribute to an outcome
as broad as the wellbeing of Australians.4 The committee recommended that where government
agencies shared a broad outcome, they should determine a lead agency with prime responsibility for
the outcome; and that all involved agencies should identify and report on their contribution to the
outcome.

The committee also found that some agency outcomes did not provide enough detail. For example
the 2001-02 Portfolio Budget Statement for the Department of Defence had a single outcome: the
defence of Australia and its national interests. The committee argued that use of vague outcomes
failed to describe agency objectives in a meaningful way, and hampered Parliament's assessment of
budget allocations and agency performance. The committee recommended that in cases where a
broad agency outcome was used, intermediate outcomes should also be identified. This would
enable ongoing monitoring of performance.

Similarly, the committee found that some agency outputs were too highly aggregated, and that more
detailed output information was needed to support transparency and accountability for performance.
The committee also noted that consistency is important where outputs occur across several years of
funding. If there are changes, agencies must explain to stakeholders the details of the change, the
underlying reasons, and implications for funding.

1

JCPAA, Report 388: Review of the Accrual Budget Documentation, June 2002, Parliament of Australia; p. 11.

The development of a performance information system was an integral part of the new
accountability framework. The Department of Finance and Administration told the committee that
'performance information, promised and then reported, is important to the cohesion of
accountability documentation, as well as for the internal management of agencies.'5

In 2002, when the committee was investigating the implementation of the new budget
documentation, agencies' progress towards providing performance information systems was patchy.
Some agencies listed performance indicators, but no target against which performance could be
measured. The committee recommended that performance indicators must always be accompanied
by a comparative standard (a "performance target").

The committee argued that the performance indicators must be within an agency's control, and that
performance targets should be reasonable. Agency annual reports should provide information on
performance against set targets, and where targets are not met, the annual report should discuss
reasons for not meeting targets. The committee noted that where an agency fell short of a target this
did not always amount to a failure - for example, circumstances beyond agency control may have
changed, or the target may subsequently have been found to be unreasonable.

The committee's conclusion

The committee's report on Accrual Budget Documention found that the Commonwealth's new
accrual budget documentation framework was sound, but that continuous refinement would be
needed over a number of years. The committee emphasised that it was critical that strong guidance
be provided by a central agency, and that the agency should also closely monitor whether its advice
was being heeded.

The committee also sought to ensure that the Department of Finance and Administration and the
ANAO practice what they preach, by recommending that DOFA and ANAO develop performance
measures, with accompanying targets, for the advice they provide to other government agencies.

' Department of Finance and Administration, submission to the JCPAA inquiry into Accrual Budget Information, p. 54.

The value of outcomes, outputs., and performance indicators
The principles behind the accountability framework implemented in 1999-2000 are clear. By
specifying outcomes, the Government can focus each agency on what is required. The
determination of outputs focuses the agency on how those outcomes are to be achieved, and
prevents wastage of resources on activities unrelated to the specified outputs.
The identification of performance indicators enables all stakeholders—the Parliament, the
Government, and the public—to determine whether agencies have been successful.

Provided a performance target is set, and continuous performance monitoring is in place, the
use of performance indicators can prevent excess resources being used once the performance target
has been achieved; and may also indicate when additional resources should be applied when an
output is underperforming.

Publishing the results of performance against performance targets promotes the transparency and
accountability of agencies' activities.

Past ANAO and JCPAA reviews of government agencies' implementation of the performance
indication system showed some room for improvement. The ongoing scrutiny of agencies'
performance by the Auditor-General (via the ANAO's performance audits), the Parliament (via its
Senate and House of Representatives committees, and the specific powers accorded to the JCPAA),
and the wider public will help to ensure that government agencies continue to implement and report
against clear performance indicators.

